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Pink Diamonds

Pink is one of the least common colours for diamonds. The rare specimens present multiple 
variations of secondary colours like purple, orange or brown. Purple tends to make the stone 
appear cold whereas pink diamonds with a touch of orange or brown seem warmer. The colour 
of pink diamonds with a touch of brown is referred to as “old rose”.
Intense and Vivid graded pink diamonds are extremely rare. The largest stones attain the high-
est prices in auctions. The most valuable pink diamonds are pure pink, followed by those pos-
sessing secondary colours like purple, orange or brown.

origins of Colour and sources 

Pink and champagne colours in diamonds are caused by the damage to the diamond’s crystal 
lattice caused by the extreme pressure and temperatures below the earth’s surface.
Most pink diamonds, as well as Champagne diamonds, come from the Argyle Mine in northwest 
Australia. Lighter coloured stones have been discovered in Africa, Asia and South America.

This colour grading card is based on the internationally recognized GIA colour scale.
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